The statistical properties of local alignment algorithms with gaps are analyzed theoretically for uucorrelated and correlated random sequences. In the viciuity of the log-linear phase transition, the statistics of alignment with gaps is shone to be characteristically different from that of gapless alignment.
INTRODUCTION
Sequence alignment is a vital tool in molecular biology. It has been used extensively in discovering and understanding the functional and evolutionary relationships among genes and proteins ]10,37]. There are two basic types of alignment algorithms: algorithms without gaps, e.g., BLAST and FASTA 111, and algorithms with gaps, e.g., the Needleman-Tlhms& algorithm 1271 and the Smith-Waterman algorithm 1301. Gapless alignment is widely used in large-scale database searches because the algorithms are fast [l], the results depend only weakly on the choice of scoring systems 121, and the statistical signi6cance of the results is well-characterized [4, 21, 221 . However, gapless alignment is not suf6cient for the detection of we&sequence similarities [29]-For the detailed analysis of such sequences, algorithms with gaps are necessary 113, 35, 371. Advancing our understanding of the Permission to make digitalkard copies ofall or part oftbis material for personal or classroam use is granted witbout fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyri.gbt notice, tbe title oftbe publication and its date appear. and notice is giwn that copyright is by p emission oftbe AChl, Inc To copy otbewise, to republish, to post on senws or to rediiiute to & requires specific permission and/or fre. lECOME3 98 New York NY USA statistics of gapped alignment could therefore be critical to the wider usage of these more powerful tools.
A notorious difliculty for any alignment is the selection of scoring schemes and/or parameters: In a generic sequence matching problem, a score is assigned to each alignment of given sequences, based on the total number of matches, mismatches, gaps, etc. Maximization of this score defines au optimal alignment. However, it is well known that the optimal alignment of given sequences strongly depends on the particular scoring scheme and/or parameters used. Consequently, the fidelity of an alignment, i.e., the extent to which the alignment captures mutual correlations among the aligned sequences, can depend strongly on the choice of scoring parameters. Understanding the influence of these parameters on the resulting alignment and choosing the appropriate parameters are therefore important for the proper application of these algorithms.
This requires the knowledge of the statistics of alignment results, which has been obtained only for gapless alignments [2, 4, 21, 22] .
For alignments with gaps, appropriate parameters have so far been chosen mostly by trial and error, although there have been systematic efforts to establish a more solid empirical footing [6, 321. Recently [18, 111 we have analyzed the statistical properties of global alignment with gaps. Such algorithms align sequences of similar lengths in their entirety. By exploiting mathematical analogies to certain well-studied problems of statistical mechanics [19, 16, 17, 231 , we have obtained a quantitative description of the global alignment statistics for mutually unwrrelated a.5 well as correlated sequence pairs. Here we extend the analysis to local alignment algorithms [30] which find the best match between contiguous subsquences, subject to (finite) penalties for gaps and mismatches. For uncorrelated random sequences, i.e., for independent sequences with iid or Markov letters, it is well known that depending on the choice of scoring parameters, the length of the optimal subsequence alignment depends either linearly or logarithmically on the total length of the sequences [34, 51. A phase transition line separates the space of scoring parameters into two regimes: the 9mear phase" for small gap and mismatch costs, and the "log phase" for large penalty costs. It is clear that local alignment deep in the linear phase is equivalent to global alignment (and hence described by the results of our previous studies). On the other hand, the log phase at high gap penalty becomes indistmguishable from the log phase of gapless alignment. Indeed there have been extensive empirical efforts [31, 7, 25, 39, 40, 3] to characterize the statistics of the log phase of gapped algorithms by an effective description as gapless alignment with modified parameters. While this approach is reasonable far away from the phase transition, it becomes questionable as the phase transition line is approached, since the linear phase itself is completely different from the log phase. On the other hand, the loci of scoring parameters for optimal similarity detection appear to he in the log phase close to the phase transition line, according to recent empirical studies by Vmgron and Waterman [32] . Hence, understanding the log-linear phase transition is crucial for optlmizing the detection of sequence similarity and quantifying its statistical significance.
In this work, we apply the well-established theory of phase transition [9] to the log-linear transition of gapped local alignment.
We find various statistical properties at and in the vicinity of the transition to be governed by scaling Iaws analogous to those recently discovered for global alignment [18, 111 . The transition turns out to d.iiIer qualitatively and quantitatively from its counterpart in gapless alignments. Our results lead to quantitative criteria for the optimal choice of scoring parameters, given certain gross statistical characteristics of the expected sequence correlation. In particular, they explain why optimal parameters for weakly correlated sequence pairs are in the vicinity of the phase transition line as observed by Vmgron and Waterman [32] . Also emerging from this work is a versatile method to detect sequence correlation and characterize its statistical significance empirically for sequences with a pti-08-i zmknown correlations.
REVIEW OF ALIGNMENT ALGORITHMS
We study the Smith-Waterman ( system assigns a positive score of +l if the two elements paired together are identical, and a negative score of --p if the two are different. Each pairing of an element with a gap is penalized with a negative score -6. (In the simple case considered here, we shall not distinguish between gap initiation and gap extension. It is then suflicient to consider only the region 26 > p'.) The sum of the scores of all individual pairings of a given alignment is the total score for that alignment. An optimal alignment is one for which the total score is maximiz ed for a given set of scoring parameters 01,s). The SW algorithm uses the dynamic programming method to find the optimal alignment of all possible subs+ quences. Key to the algorithm is the unique representation of au alignment by a directed path (see Ref.
[27] and Fig. 1 ). Let us briefly recall the algorithm below, cast in a slightly different notation to facilitate the subsequent analysis. Consider the alignment lattice shown in Fig. 1 . We label each lattice point by the coordinate (z,z), with the lower tip of the lattice anchored at (0,O). The highest total score of all alignment paths ending at a point (z, z) is denoted by h(z, z). Given h(z, z) and h(z, z -1) for all z, h(z, t + 1) 'For 26 < p, it is always favorable to replace a mismatch by two gaps, so the outcome of an alignment becomes independent of p. can be computed from the recursion relation
ho with 6 being the gap insertion cost, u being the match/mismatch score to be specified below, and ho being a cutoff score. The SW algorithm has ho = 0, which effectively deletes the segment of the alignment path connecting (0,O) and (2, z) if h&z) 5 0. In contrast, the global alignment algorithm of Needleman and Wunsch has no cutoff, corresponding to the limit ho + --03. Also, gapless local alignment (with 6 + 03) corresponds to the limit of the recursion relation (1) involving only one value of z, say z = 0. The scoring function U(Z, z) gives the match/mismatch score of aligning theelementsP~,inrithP2,j,TYith2=i--jandz=i+j-l. For simplicity, we use in this study the form
More elaborate forms of the scoring function are easily incorporated and do not change key results of this study. If z and z are regarded as "tie" and "space" variables, respectively, the recursion relation (1) can be viewed as a "dynamical process" describmg the time evolution of the one-dimensional "score profile" h(z, z). (Similarly, gapless local alignment involving only the site z = 0 corresponds to the "zero-dimensional" limit.) Thii dynamic analogy will be pivotal in guiding the ensuing analysis.
GLOBAL ALIGNMENT

Statistics of Uncorrelated Sequences: Universal Scaling Laws
Let us first review some of the relevant results we previously obtained for the global alignment of random sequence pairs 1181. In Fig 2(a) , we show several representative constantz slices of the score profile h(z) obtained by iterating Eq. (1) with (,u, 6) = (0.5,2-O). The alignment algorithm is applied to one pair of random sequences each of length N = 10000. Resnlts are shown for a central rectangular region2 of the alignment lattice, -X/2 5 x 5 X/2 and X/2 5 z 2 2N -X/2 with X 5 N, startiug from the initial condition h(x,z = X/2) = 0. It will be convenient to use a shifted time-like variable, t E z -X/2. In Fig. 2(a) , we see a series of disorderly score profiles, with the %patial" average I500 2500 x z-x/ 2 advaucing steadily in t. For large t, we obtein the linear dependence, h(t) = vo(p, 6)t (not shown). The value of the rate uc itself is not important for global alignment. (Thus, h(t) could as well be decreu&ng linesrly in t.) More significant is the spatial variation in the profile which always increases for increasing t. This is more clearly seen by plotting the effective width of the profile, w(t), defined as 2=-xj2 or alternatively, the difference between the highest and lowest point of the profile, Ah(t) = L,(t) -b(t); see Fig. 2 
The roughness of the profile, as quautified by either w(t) or Ah(t), is an important cheracteristic of the alignment, since it indicates how strongly the optimal alignment dominates over the suboptimal alignments. The score profiles of Fig. 2(a) show the weak domkance of the optimal alignment and the existence of a large number of suboptimal alignments. The statistics of these suboptimel elignments has been recognized recently as a valuable tool in sequence aligmnent; for an interesting recent exposition, see Ref. 1331. From Fig. 2(b) , it appears that the roughness grows with a sub-linear power in t. This is verified in Fig. 3(a) , where we show the ensemble average %(t) for ditbxent sets of scoring parameters (,~,a), each curve averaged over 1000 pairs of uncorrelated random sequences. (Throughout the text, we use overbars to denote averages of an ensemble of random sequence pairs.) It is seen that for large t, the width obeys the asymptotic scaling law 57(t) = B(p, 6) t".
(5)
Dierent parameter choices only affect the prefactor B, but not the exponent w M l/3. The same scaling law (with a larger coefficient) is found also for Ah(t).
2Due to boundary effects arismg from the diamond-shaped alignment lattice (Fig. l) , the total score Ia(z,t) cextainly decreases (quadratically on average) as one moves far away from the center at 2 = 0. To remow these spurious eEects, we focus our attention only to the central strip of the alignment lattice, erg., for -X/2 5 z 5 X/2 and X/2 5 z 5 2N -X/2, with X 5 N. All results reported here are obtained using this strip geometry. For long sequences, the statmStics of the score profile obtained from the strip is indistinguishable from that obtained with the full alignment lattice. The scaling law (5) is au example of the 'universal scaling phenomena" well studied in statistical mechanics [9] . The exponent w is a very robust characteristics of random sequence alignment. It quantifies the roughness of the profile aud hence the dominance of the optimal alignment. It does not depend on details of the scoring function, (e.g., whether or not gap initiation and extension are differentiated) but only on a few qualitative characteristics such as the number of sequences aligned or the type of the correlations between them.
In Ref.
[18], we have given arguments suggesting that the result w = l/3 is exact for the global alignment of random sequence pairs. Our approach is based on the close analogy of the recursion relation (1) and discrete models of kinetic surface growth studied extensively in statistical mechanics in the past decade3. In these growth models, h(z, t) describes the height profile of a oncxlimensional surface at time t. The growth is driven by a stochastic process that governs the deposition and removal of material on the surface and is described by the random variable ~(2, t) = $~(z,t) -6. sGeneral reviews of the kinetic growth problem and its relation to the problem of first passage percolation can be found in Refs.
[24] and 1151. IO00 * 10000 1000 sequence psirs IO" Id IO" IO" x 
and a coefficient D&,6). Approaching the steady state, one has ?ii(t > 1) = BP', with B M D2i3 and w = l/3 exactly. For sequence alignment, the variables ~(2, t) and q(z', t') at d&rent points are not independent given their definition above. One can verify for example that the higher moments of ~7 are long-range correlated. However, as argued in Ref.
[18] and pwa and L5ssig (to be published)], these correlations do not Sect the asymptotic scaling behavior4.
The close correspondence of the numerical results on w(t) ( Fig. 3(a) ) and the exact result w = l/3 supports this conclusion. An independent check is to measure directly the equal-time correlation of h, C(z, t) = [h(z + d, t) -h(d, t)12. From Eq. (7), we expect to have C&t) = D [ccl for sufEciently large t (or sufhciently small z). For finite t, C(z, t) must eventuelly saturate, to a value N Z*(t) for 2 > 0 ( > t2j3 . The numerically obtained forms of C(z, t) are shown in Fig. 3(b) for (,u, b) = (0.5,2.0). The results are in good agreement with the anticipated form. Siar results are obtained for other values of the scoring parameters.
Correlated Sequences: Similarity Detection from the Score Profile
To illustrate how the above knowledge can be used for the purpose of similarity detection, we next describe the score profile for the global alignment of correlated sequences. Sequence correlations are obtained by first generating a random "ancestor sequence", and then making imperfect replicas PI and P2. The degree of sequence-sequence correlation is quantified by the average number of point substitutions per base pS and the average number of indels per base pt made in the replication of each daughter sequence. (See R.&s. [X3, 111 for details.) In Fig. 4(a) , we show the score profile h(z, t) and the range Ah(t) for a pair of heavily mutated daughter sequences with pS = 40% and Pt = 20%, corresponding to a fraction of < 30% conserved elements. The score profiles obtained are very different from the profIles characteristic of uncorrelated random sequences shown in Fig. 2(a) . For correlated sequences ( Fig. 4(a) ), a peak emerges from the disordered background after some time. The height of the peak advances steadily at a rate v which exceeds the growth rate of the background ~0. Thus, the peak gradually broadens to engulf the entire pro6le. The dominance of the central peak reflects the existence of strongly preferred alignments for correlated sequences, in marked contrast to the alignment of random sequences5.
The existence of the peak can be taken as a manifestation of inter-sequence correlations. The strength of sequence correlation detected is quantified by the difference between the growth rate of the peak and the background, E = v -vo. The magnitude of E is clearly dependent on the mutation rates pS and pt, but also depends on the scoring parameters ,U and 6. The functional form of @,8;ps,pt) has recently been investigated in detail [ll] and will not be addressed here.
A peak in the score pro6le is discernible from the background only if the height of the peak, of the order E. t after t steps, exceeds the roughness of the background N B-t113 (see Fig. 4(b) ). Hence, using the score profile approach, one can detect correlations between sequences if their lengths exceed the threshold length t&b 6;PaPt) -PC4 W(P, 4Ps,Pt113'2 * (8 4hIore detailed discussions are given in Ref. [8] in the context of a number of closely related physics problem.
'In statistical mechanics, one considers the free energy, which is the negative of the score. The score profile discussed here is a measure of the "energy landscape". A peak in the score profile corresponds to a valley or a "funnel" in the energy landscape. It has been suggested that the energy landscape of heteropolymeric systems such as a protein has the funnel shape [28] . The score profile (Fig. 4(a) ) obtained here is the first known example of a large heteropolymeric system for which the suggested landscape is directly observed. Fig. 2(a). (b) The roughness corresponding to the profiles of (a) begins to deviate from the t1j3 behavior at t -N 2000.
Ivbimization of t, (for a given sequence pair) is a natural empirical criterion for optimal similarity detection, yielding a preferred choice of scoring parameters G'(p;p,,pt).
A more fundamental criterion for choosing the optimal scoring parameters is to m zccimize the fidelity of the alignment, i.e., the extent to which the optimal alignment reconstructs the ancestor sequence [lS] . The dependence of fidelity on scoring parameters has been studied in detail in Ref. [II] . It was found that m a&miring the fidelity is closely related (and equivalent for practical purposes) to minimEng the threshold length tc-Thus, the empirical criterion based on the score profile is indeed a versatile way of locating the optimal parameters. The above strategy of similarity detection is close in spirit to the well-lmown "shuffling method", which compares the alignment score of a given sequence pair to the distribution of scores obtained from aligning the ensemble of randomly shuflied sequences (for the same set of scoring parameters). However, by making use of the spatiallyextended score profile and its time evolution (as opposed to keeping track of only the optimal score), we have demonstrated that this comparison can be accomplished by one single alignment. This is a drastic improvement over the shuiiiing method, which requires the generation and align-ment of an ensemble of sequences. It should thus be possible to minimize t&x, b) empirically for sequence pairs with n priori unknown correlation, since the value of tc can be obtained directly from the onset of score peak shown in Fig. 4(b) , without any assumption on the nature of sequence correlations. It would be particularly interesting to combine this approach with the efficient ensemble and parametric alignment algorithms [36, 14, 381 which find optimal scores for all parameters.
LOCAL ALIGNMENT WITH GAPS
We now describe the statistical properties of local alignment, with ho = 0 in the recursion relation (1). Local alignment is necessary since often only a subsequence of one sequence is correlated with a subsequence of another. Let the lengths of the correlated subsequences be Lr M & M L. If the positions of the subsequences were known, the correlations would be detectable by global alignment of these subsequences if ef? > BL'13 , i.e., if L > tc. However, if global alignment is applied to the entire sequences, the background noise BN113 will in general overwhelm the score signal of the correlations d. The advantage of local alignment is that by cutting off the length of the aligned segment, it limits the background roughness to a j&e value such that the corm+ lation peak can still be detected.
Uncorrelated Sequences: the Log-Linear Phase Transition
We first discuss the background, i.e., the local alignment of uncorrelated random sequence pairs. Unlike global alignment, the outcome of local alignment depends critically on the value of ~0, i.e., the growth rate of the average score of the corresponding global alignment problem. For scoring parameters (~,a) in the regime where v&,6) > 0, the score h(z, t) grows without bound also for local alignment, and the existence of a cutoff score ho = 0 is immaterial in the limit of large t. Thus the asymptotic properties of local and global alignments are identical in this regime. (It acquires the name "linear phase" since the average score E(t) advances linearly by deiiuition.) For ve(p,6) < 0, on the other hand, the average z(t) saturates quickly to a constant value, and the largest value h(z, t' < t) scales as log(t) due.
to exponentially rare events. As has been pointed out by Arratia and Waterman [unpublished] , the condition6 21o(p, 6) = 0 (9) :, defines the phase transition line separating the two regimes (see Fig. 5 ). The statistical properties in the vicinity of this phase transition have recently been studied in the context of some related physics problems [26] . We will briefly summarize the results below. The phase transition is very similar to that of gapless local alignment, except that the t'12 score dependence at the transition is replaced by h,(t) G I,,, = b(6) t"3, This is the length of the the optimally aligned subsequences selected by local alignment. For sequence lengths N much longer than tx, it is reasonable to approzknate the score statistics by that of gapless local alignment, as has been attempted previously [31, 7, 25, 39, 40, 3] .
However, because tx diverges as the critical point (j? = 0) is approached, the gapless approximation becomes invalid for tx > N, or for &<N -'I3 On the other side of the critical line where ji < 0 and vi > 0, z(t) again equals Ta,(t) for t 5 txr before changing to the linear dependence for larger values oft. The statistics of global alignment applies to the linear phase on scalest>tx.
The above behavior of x(t) can be summarized by the homogeneous scaling relation mi 9 = IFp2f*(t IF13'2>, (12) with the two branches of the scaling functions f&(z) having the limiting forms &(z < 1) = b&3, f+(z >> 1) + const forp>Oandf-(z>1)azforp<07.
Suchscaling relations are widely encountered in physical systems undergoing continuous phase transitions and have been studied extensively by the modern theory of critical phenomena 191.
In Fig. 6(a) , we show the score average x(t) for local alignment of 1000 random sequence pairs of length 10000, for 6 = 2 and various p's taken lt5% around the critical value i.k = 0.7085. The anticipated scaling form (12) can be checked by multiplying the horizontal axis of Fig. 6(a) by a factor IF13'2 and the vertical axis by ]#I2 individually for each curve. The result is shown in Fig. 6(b) . The 11 curves 'It should be noted that the scaling form (12) also describes the score h goplcss(t;ji) of the zero-dimensional problem of gapless local aliflment in the vicinity of its phase transition, but with modified exponents. The results h,,,I,.(t; ji) = 1~i-'g+(tj#), with g*(z < 1) Lx z1f2 , g+(z >> 1) -+ const and g-(z >> 1) 0: z can be straightfonardly verified; see Ref.
[26] for a detailed discussion.
lo' (4 ld -&20, &=0.7085 The only fitting parameter for this data collapse is the location of the transition point pC.
A similar scaling relation exists for the roughness of the score profile. In Fig. 7(a) , the width Z(t) is plotted for various values of p, approaching the phase transition from the log side. The data can be cohapsed by the same trausformation as in Fig. 6(b) , with the same fitting parameter ,eLc. The results ( Fig. 7(b) ) show clearly that w(t; 2 has the same form as x(t; ji) in the log phase, i.e., the lower branch of Fig. 6(b) . In particular, w(t > tx) saturates to a constant value w,,t of the same order as hsat, yielding w,,t -btif3.
03)
This is just the expression (5) The e&tence of a phase transktion in local alignment can be used to detect sequence-sequence correlations: Consider a pair of sequences Pr and Pa with mutually correlated subsequences located in the intervak from ie to in + t/2 and from js to je + l/2, respectively. For concreteness, let the similarity of these subsequences be generated by the evolution mechanism described in Sec. 3.2, with the strength of inter-sequence correlations characterized by .s (,u, b;p,,pt) . Cur strategy for similarity detection is simply to choose the scoring parameters 6 and p such that vc(p, 6) < 0, i.e., the log phase is obtained ifthe sequences are uncorrelated, while keeping vo + E > 0, so that the linear phase may be obtained instead for some duration of the correlated subsequences, to < t < L With this parameter choice, the pro6le h(z,t) will have a constant background roughness w,t for t < to = io t-jo -1, and a score peak signahng subsequence correlations in the interval to < t < 1, once Optimal s-im.iIsrify detection is obtained by m&mizing the peak-to-background ratio, u = (E + vo)/ursat which can be taken as a measure of the statistical sign& cance of the correlations detected. Using the relations (13) ;d (ll), we find Q -(s-1~01). 1v01~'~, which is maximized with vo* = v0(p*,6*) = -f,
CT-cc s312 -t,-1.
Eqs. (16) and (17) are the central results of this study. Eq. (16) shows that for weakly correlated subsequences (i.e., E + 0), the optimal scoring parameters should be close to the log side of the phase boundary. This is a quantitative formulation of the empirical observation of Vingron and Waterman [32] . In addition to the choice of ~0, Eq. (17) shows that t, should still be minimized as discussed in Sec. 3.2 for global alignment. These two conditions uniquely determine the optimal parameters p* and 6;. Using the optimal result, the condition (14) is reduced to t-to > tE = t&*, G*;p,,pt), which yields the minim al subsequence length e for which correlations cau be detected.
SUMMARY
In this study, we presented a statistical description of the Smith-Waterman local alignment algorithm, focusing on the properties near the log-linear phase transition line. We demonstrated how this knowledge can be exploited to provide quantitative criteria guiding the choices of alignment parameters for optimal detection of weak sequence correlations. The optimal values ,u* and 6' are obtained in terms of the substitution rate ps and the indel rate pt chsracterizing the statistics of sequence correlations. By analyzing the evolution of the spatially-extended score profile, we are able to detect sequence correlations by a single run of the algorithm. This is a very efficient way to optimize the scoring parameters empirically, and may be useful in the alignment of a vast number of weakly correlated sequences.
